
AP SEMINAR SUMMER ASSIGNMENT 
2020-2021 

Mrs. Rosalie White 
 

Welcome to the AP Capstone Program! The following steps will ensure your successful 

transition into the Advanced Placement Capstone Program. You are advised to complete them in 

order.  

 

AP Seminar is designed to complement and enhance the in-depth, discipline-specific study 

provided through AP courses. It cultivates curious, independent, and collaborative scholars and 

prepares students to make logical, evidence-based decisions.  

AP Seminar is founded on the QUEST concept:  

� Question and explore  

� Understand and analyze arguments  

� Evaluate multiple perspectives  

� Synthesize ideas  

� Team, transform, and transmit  

 

Through this concept, you will break down topics and issues by viewing them through specific 

lenses. You will use these lenses to analyze several different debates for this assignment, as well 

as throughout the year. Therefore, it is important that you familiarize yourself with these terms.  

The lenses are: Environmental, Scientific, Economic, Political and Historical, Artistic and 

Philosophical, Cultural and Social.  

Please be prepared, and I look forward to guiding you through your Capstone Journey!  

Mrs. White 

 

Before you start the project, please read everything.  All the information you will need for this 

summer project is right here.   

This project is due the first Friday of school…no exceptions!  Every day late is a letter grade 

off the final average.   

Objectives:  This project will develop your ability to annotate texts and write reflections.  You 

will develop themes and make connections from three articles relating to animal testing.  During 

the school year in AP Seminar, we will use annotations, reflections, and thematic connections 

quite often, so it is crucial that you build up your skill set on these components.   

 

Task #1:  Getting Familiar with Annotations and Reflections 

1. Check out the following links on annotations.  Even if you are familiar with annotating, 

take a few minutes to watch the videos.  This will ensure that you are creating the right 

type of annotations during your reading.  (I found these videos to be quick and to the 

point) 

a. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NmVAfoXhhPM 

b. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IzrWOj0gWHU 



c. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=25APfCzf8ks 

2. Click the link below on reflections.  Even if you have a strong understanding on writing a 

reflection, take a few minutes to watch this video.  This video covers what should and 

shouldn’t be included when writing a reflection. This will ensure that your reflection is 

written properly.    

a.   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WjLa2sJjla0 

       3.  Below are quick instructions on the formatting on how to write your reflections. I am 

BIG on formatting, so please make sure that you pay special attention to this. 

a. Reflection Format:  one page each, times New Roman, 12- point, double 

spaced, and one-inch margins.   

b. I will be guiding you on the content of your reflections.   Keep in mind that 

your reflections are not limited to the questions I give you. If you address the 

questions I give you, you may extend your reflections beyond them.       

 

 

Task #2:  Read, Annotate, and Reflect 

 

                        1.    How do you feel about animal testing?  

a. Go to the link below 

 http://animal-testing.procon.org/view.resource.php?resourceID=006512 

b. Print out and read the article.   

c. Annotate the article.  Annotate your copy with lines to mark off the sections, 

questions in the margins, and 3-word summaries of each section to help you 

gather ideas for the next part of the assignment. Highlight important information 

and respond with short comments or in combination with a symbol system such 

as, “!” for an exciting finding or an enthusiastic response, “?” where you are 

unsure of information, � when you already anticipated information or already 

thought something might be true, etc. 

d. Type up a reflection on the article.  Keep these following questions in mind 

while typing your reflection:  Before reading the article, how did you feel about 

animal testing?  Do you feel the author of the article is biased in anyway?  If so, 

which way do you feel they lean towards?  If not, then what about the article 

made you feel they presented the information in an unbiased/objective way?  

After reading the article, how do you NOW feel about animal testing? (cite 

specific evidence from the article)    

 

2.  Should animals be used in scientific and commercial testing?    Pros and 

Cons. 

a. Go to the link below 

   http://animal-testing.procon.org/ 

  b. Print out and read the first 10 pros and first 10 cons on animal testing 

  c. Annotate the first 10 pros and first 10 cons of animal testing.  

d. Type up a reflection on the first 10 pros and first 10 cons of animal testing. 

Keep these following questions in mind while typing your reflection:  Before 

reading the article, what is your opinion on animal testing for use in 

scientific/medical and commercial purposes?  Did reading the pros and cons 



change your opinion on animal testing?  Why or Why not? Which pro did you 

agree with the most, and which con did you agree with the most? Why?  Which 

side of the argument presented its case the best? Explain.  Which side did not 

present its argument the best?  Explain.   

                        

3.  When is animal testing Justified?  

a. Go to link below  

https://learning.blogs.nytimes.com/2015/11/20/when-is-animal-testing-

justified/ 

b. Print out and read the article (there are two opposing opinions, make sure you 

read both)  

c. Annotate the article with lines to mark off the sections, questions in the 

margins, and 3-word summaries of each section to help you gather ideas for the 

next part of the assignment. Highlight important information and respond with 

short comments or in combination with a symbol system such as, “!” for an 

exciting finding or an enthusiastic response, “?” where you are unsure of 

information, � when you already anticipated information or already thought 

something might be true, etc. 

d. Write a reflection on the article.  In your reflection, make sure you address the 

following:  Before reading this article, did you feel that animal testing is ever 

justified (meaning is there ever a time animal testing is necessary?)  What is your 

stance on NIH to end invasive chimp testing? How do you feel about Peter D. 

Walsh’s stance?  Which side do you feel presented their views the best (who had 

the most convincing argument) Explain.  Which side did not?  Explain.  After 

reading the article, is there a time when animal testing is justified?  If you feel it is 

never justified, then explain why?  

 

 

     Task #3:  Develop your Argument 

 

  4. “Should the United States Ban animal testing for medical research?” 

a. Using your updated knowledge about animal testing, I want you to pick a side 

for the question above.  Are you FOR a ban or AGAINST a ban?   Develop an 

argument for your position.   Use specific information from the articles above to 

help support your stance.  Follow the same formatting for the articles above.  

 

You will be submitting the hard copies of the annotated articles and the 3 reflections (see Task 

#1, 2b) on the first FRIDAY of school.  Be prepared to discuss the themes and the connections 

between all three articles. Do not wait to the last minute to do this assignment.  

If at any time you have questions or need assistance with this assignment, email me at: 

rosalie.white@polk-fl.net 

Good Luck!  


